BACKGROUNDER

Kinder Morgan and tanker traffic in the Salish Sea
Kinder Morgan’s proposed Trans Mountain expansion will significantly increase oil tanker traffic through Vancouver harbour\(^1\) and the Salish Sea, from just 22 visits in 2005 to over 400 - see Table 1 below. Current plans indicate 408 tankers visits each year, increasing the Westridge terminal’s contribution to Port Metro Vancouver’s traffic from less than 3% to approximately 14\(^%\)\(^2\). Even 408 tankers (816 transits) could still be an underestimate. Analysis by economist Robyn Allan\(^3\) indicates that potential future increases in pump capacity could bring the pipeline capacity to more than one million barrels per day, potentially requiring up to 475 tankers every year (950 transits). Additionally, previous Kinder Morgan investor presentations suggested the future use of significantly larger Suezmax tankers with a 350,000 barrel greater capacity than the 650,000 barrel Aframax tankers, now proposed. This significantly raises the potential spill volume and would require dredging of the 2\(^{nd}\) narrows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tanker traffic</th>
<th>2005</th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2016a</th>
<th>2016b</th>
<th>2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Annual no. of crude oil tanker visits</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>408</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Historic and projected crude oil tanker traffic, Port Metro Vancouver - Data from Kinder Morgan Presentation\(^5\). 2016b projection indicates potential increase with additional pumping capacity\(^6\). 2017 projected based on increased pipeline capacity\(^7\).

Current shipping traffic
The recent West Coast Spill Response study\(^8\), commissioned by the BC Ministry of Environment, indicated that in 2012, 586 oil tankers of greater than 50,000 dry weight tonnes, crossed the passage line at Neah Bay at the entrance to the Strait of Juan de Fuca, out of a total of 11,137 vessel transits. With regard to Port Metro Vancouver, 116 tankers of greater than 50,000 dry weight tonnes crossed the passage line at Point Roberts, out of a total of 10,590 vessel transits.

In terms of the type of vessels, the Neah Bay passage sees a very high diversity of vessel types. The most common vessel types are: bulk cargo (27.5%), containerships (20.4%), and general cargo (14.2%). The largest number of tankers is accounted for at this passage line with about 1,100 transits per year. Most of these tankers are trading at the refineries near Cherry Point Washington and about 50% of them are over


\(^3\) Trans Mountain project website: [http://www.transmountain.com/tanker-traffic](http://www.transmountain.com/tanker-traffic)

\(^4\) Trans Mountain project website: [http://www.transmountain.com/tanker-traffic](http://www.transmountain.com/tanker-traffic)


\(^6\) Trans Mountain project website: [http://www.transmountain.com/tanker-traffic](http://www.transmountain.com/tanker-traffic)


50,000 DWT. The Point Roberts passage line is most often transited by tugs (25.5%), bulk cargo (23.9%), containerships (15.8%), and general cargo (12.5%).

Over the next 15 years, container ship volumes through the Salish Sea coastal waters are predicted to increase by 300 percent. The number of bulk cargo vessels over that time will grow by 25 percent and cruise ship traffic is expected to increase by at least 20 percent\(^9\). One single project, the proposed Roberts Bank Terminal 2 container terminal, would provide an additional 2.4 million container units\(^10\) - for comparison, in 2011 Port Metro Vancouver moved 2.5 million container units.

**Increased vessel traffic and risk**

US and Canadian oil spill experts recognize that predicted vessel traffic increases in the Salish Sea will increase the probability of an oil spill,\(^11\) and spill mitigation measures are no guarantee against the heightened risk that comes with vessel increases\(^12\). Risk analyses demonstrate that the likelihood of vessel collisions increases with traffic density\(^13\). Recent vessel traffic risk assessments\(^14\) specifically indicate the potential impact of three key proposals, the Pacific Gateway Terminal, Kinder Morgan’s Trans Mountain and the Delta Port expansion. Draft results indicate that relative to a 2010 base year these projects increase potential vessel traffic collision frequency and grounding frequency by 21% and 17% respectively. Potential collision cargo oil loss is increased by 97% and potential grounding cargo oil loss by 73%.

**Accidents happen**

Although the rate\(^15\) of large tanker spills and number of medium and large\(^16\) tanker related oil spills have decreased over the last few decades\(^17\), spills still occur. Responding to the Exxon Valdez event, a 1989 report to the BC Premier stated that if oil tankers operate off the BC coast, “it becomes a statistical question of when, not if, an accident is going to occur”\(^,18\). This point was underlined more recently by the B.C. Minister of Environment, then Barry Penner, who informed the Pacific States/British Columbia Oil Spill Task Force that, “given the high marine traffic and topography of our coastline, it simply is not possible to completely prevent spills from happening.”\(^19\)

**Accidents happen in the Salish Sea**

---
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19 Penner, B. 2008. Speaking notes for address by Barry Penner, B.C. Minister of Environment, Annual General Meeting of the Pacific States/British Columbia Oil Spill Task Force held on September 18, 2008.
From the sinking of the Nestucca Barge disaster and the Westwood Annette oil spill in Howe Sound, accidents involving major marine vessels occur in and affect the Salish Sea in BC and Washington State.

Between 1999 and 2009, more than 1,200 vessel incidents were reported on the BC Coast, 12 involving tankers. From 1995-2008, 14 oil spills from tankers in Washington State released 13,709 gallons of oil. During the same period, 132 near-miss casualty incidents also occurred. Had these incidents resulted in worst-case disasters, the amount of oil spilled would have been 2.7 billion gallons.

Similarly the emergency tug at Neah Bay is not inactive. Between 1999 and 2010, the tug was deployed to assist forty-six vessels that were completely disabled or were suffering reduced maneuverability. In eleven incidents, the tug took vessels in tow to prevent them from drifting onto rocks and spilling oil. These vessels had a combined spill potential of five million gallons of oil.

**HMCS Winnipeg** - The two tugs assisting the fishing trawler American Dynasty did not prevent it from colliding with the naval frigate HMCS Winnipeg at Esquimalt harbor on the 23 April 2013.

**Tenyo Maru**


**Hebei Lion** - In November of 2009 the bulk carrier *Hebei Lion* dragged anchor in high winds overnight and was blown onto a rocky reef near Mayne Island in the Strait of Georgia. Fortunately, the vessel was towed the next day without spilling oil but once again showing that modern vessels are in not immune to accidents.

**MV Andre** - Some anchorages in English Bay are already known to be susceptible to dragging in certain winds and although these are subject to seasonal restrictions the risk of unseasonably high winds is always present. Where would the new anchorages go? The presence of these vessels also increases the potential for operational accidents. In July 2006 the *MV Andre*, a bulk carrier, spilled over 47 barrels of oil into Vancouver Harbour while bunkering fuel and anchorage. This serves as another example of

---

20 Here, a marine vessel incident refers to a vessel in distress (i.e. loss of engine power) vessel incidents can lead to marine vessel casualties - Source Reid, S. 2008, Major marine vessel casualty risk and response preparedness in British Columbia. Vancouver, B.C.: EnviroEmerg Consulting Services.
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23 Within US water of Washington State.


29 HARBOUR OPERATIONS MANUAL, Vancouver Fraser Port Authority, Updated - June 2010.
something very predictable, human error\textsuperscript{30}, the underlying cause of up to 80\% of oil spills and marine accidents\textsuperscript{31}.
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